In this article, the information value is used in numeric analysis as both a method for data approximation and a measure of data equality among a set of values. To this end, a surface segmentation, based on a study for constructing a hierarchy for vectors clustering using certain similarity criteria, is presented. The technique is based on the analysis of vectors representing regions associated with given types of critical points. An approach based on the Max Entropy in Metric Space (MEMS) is introduced in the paper, in order to extract a cluster of local features and to obtain an analysis of mechanical systems in the 2D and/or 3D spaces. The approach proposed in the paper can be effectively used in virtual prototyping and optimal designing of mechanical systems.
Introduction
In modern industrial applications, the analysis of mechanical systems constrained by mechanical joints is carried out using advanced simulation tools based on the multibody description of the dynamics of articulated systems [1] [2] [3] . Multibody mechanical systems are composed of continuum bodies, kinematic joints, and force elements [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Several common examples of engineering systems that can be modeled employing the mathematical tools of multibody system dynamics are machines, mechanisms, robots, vehicles, space structures, and bio-mechanical systems [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . In general, the mechanical components of a multibody system can be considered either rigid bodies or flexible bodies [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . In recent years, the most important formulation approaches that have emerged for modeling the complex dynamic behavior of multibody systems are the FFRF (Floating Frame of Reference Formulation) and the ANCF (Absolute Nodal Coordinate Formulation) [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . The FFRF is a formulation approach that allows for modeling large reference translations, large finite rotations, and small deformations of flexible multibody systems. On the other hand, the ANCF is a non-incremental finite element computational framework in which both small and large deformations can be correctly captured [31, 32] . In both FFRF and ANCF, an important problem is the integration of Computer Aided Design (CAD) systems and multibody solution procedures (MBS) used for modeling and analyzing complex three-dimensional shapes [33] [34] [35] . This problem is particularly important when a mechanical model having complex geometry is used as a mathematical tool for developing advanced nonlinear control strategies of machines, mechanisms, structures, and vehicles modeled within the computational framework of multibody system dynamics [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] . In order to address the problem in case of complex systems, several design methods are available in the literature [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] .
In Virtual Reality, conversion of CAD into polygonal data is made by segmenting the surface S in N disjointed regions s i of uniform feature, with S = N i=1 s i . The CAD data are, therefore, used for describing the characteristic of a complex geometric shapes. In design, a prototype of a computerized model is constructed in CAD systems for verifying the existence of errors [48, 49] . The process can be expensive and it has to be repeated several times [50, 51] . Virtual reality represents an effective alternative solution [52] . The virtual model can be verified by the adding constraints and verifying functionality in interactive mode [53] . The design with NURBS cannot be represented with graphics hardware: it is necessary to convert CAD data into polygonal representation. The conversion introduces other problems caused by small holes in the mode, no simple geometry, by NURBS and by the no coplanar surfaces [54, 55] . Moreover, for fully viewing model it is necessary to decimate polygons for making possible to render at a speed of 10-25 scenes per second. Every object can be divided into separate sub-volumes. Each sub-volume with homogeneous features, of various geometrical shapes, is called "cluster". The cluster size is defined by users. If a degenerated polygon is picked then, in a second step, it is removed and the area is triangulated again. In the segmentation of a surface, the features of homogeneous regions can be obtained analyzing the vectors representing the cluster.
In the finest level of hierarchical representation, each cluster should contain only one feature. In order to obtain the global structure of the vector field, a cluster is defined as the region that contains the vector associated with given types of critical points. Many hierarchical construction techniques have been used to deal with the complexity. In our method each cluster is represented with a vector. The vector is obtained averaging the points coordinates and the associated vector values. The error is defined as the difference between the original vector and the approximated one. The cluster initially contains the original vector. Using emerging process, the cluster is computed as the average of the vector with original representation, until a large cluster is formed for representing the data set. The similarity measurements of the cluster are split into two parts, whose one represents directions, while other ones represent positions. It is possible to define a final measure using the combination of two measurements. If every critical point is associated to a vector, the group of vectors associated to the same critical point represents the critical region of influence. The structure of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a discussion on the conversion of a CAD design into a mechanical model for performing dynamic simulations is reported. In Section 3, the mathematical background useful for describing the methods developed in this investigation is briefly recalled. In Section 4, the information model developed in the paper is presented. In Section 5, an illustrative example is discussed for demonstrating the method developed in the work. In Section 6, a numerical example showing the effectiveness of the proposed approach is reported. In Section 7, summary and conclusions of this investigation are provided.
Conversion of a CAD Design into a Mechanical Model for Dynamic Simulations
In order to carry out all production steps of a mechanism, this process involves several interconnected procedures. Design is not meant to be the construction process of a machine but the recovery of all and preliminary information needed for the construction of the same. Mechanical design and functional analysis are not independent activities. The improvement of the CAD models is a preliminary step prior the mesh phase. The 3D surfaces for control and analysis and 3D mesh for handy curving might be used for a 3D modelling. From these 3D solids objects by using Boolean operations, sections can be obtained from where physical properties can be easily extracted. The preparation of a CAD model consists in optimizing the geometry by reducing and eliminating all the superfluous details for the simulation. The optimized models are used in many simulations, like for example for dynamic analysis, vibration of beams, coupled structures. The generation of mesh models from CAD models is a very expensive process, therefore is more suitable to simplifying and idealizing the geometry of the CAD model, by removing those features which slightly affect the results of the analysis. By simplifying the model you get a simpler geometry with a simpler mesh and fewer elements. With a simple meshing the analysis is even faster. However, simplifications should not lead to big changes on the results. The simplification error, induced by turning the complex geometry into a simpler geometry, must be carefully checked and evaluated. Computational analysis requires also the discretization of values. The level and accuracy of the discretization has a strong influence on the accuracy of the solutions. Simplification algorithms are based on sampling by capturing the geometry of both the initial model and directly on the surface by using mesh. With a simple model some more accurate results are obtained. Methods based on subdivision, by using simple meshes to be recursively subdivided in order to get closer and closer to the original model can be also used. Errors by designers due to practices that are not suitable for generating CAD data must be also taken into account.
Mathematical Background
Using the feature vectors, an object can be mapped in a proper multidimensional feature space. It is possible to use a widely class of similarity model [48] . The similarity of two objects is defined as the proximity of their features vectors in features space. In 2D-3D, the shapes are represented by an ordered set of polygons and are extracted from subsets of this representation as shape features. A linear 2D vector field is given by the two vectors v 1 (x, y) and v 2 (x, y) as:
In a critical point, P(x c , y c ) will be:
For localization of critical points the vector of the field will be zero. In linear fields, the Jacobean of matrix (1) is a ij and the relative eigenvalues identify the type of critical points. In the definition of the similarity between vectors, it should be underlined that a vector conveys both direction and magnitude. 
The parameter α can be calculated in many way for showing up the difference of the vectors in direction and in magnitude. Engineering products can be seen as a collection of independent parts. Each part may be a complex shape, and the representation of its surface is typically implemented by bi-cubic surface with Bezier, Hermitic, and B-spline patches. For graphical display, the complex objects are simplified using triangular polygon meshes to obtain an efficient interactive representation. The data space are portioned into disjoints cells for using the values of α = f (w 1 , w 2 ) ∈ [0, 1] as measure of features vectors. In clustering the similarity of two spatial objects is represented by "nearness" of their corresponding vector feature. A uniform grid resolution covers the product space. Each partition is assigned to a vector, depending on specific similarity model. It often happens that, far the similarity of two objects, is used Manhattan distance with (p = 1) or Euclidean distance (p = 2) is often used to.
Information Model
Considering the theory of Fisher and the model of Wiener-Shannon, the information can be used as a measure of probabilistic and repetitiveness events. Thus, it is possible to use the information theory extended to non-probabilistic and probabilistic events [56] [57] [58] . For this purpose, this approach can be used to extract local features which are based on Max Entropy in Metric Space (MEMS). Let Ω to be the field of all events ω, non-probabilistic or probabilistic, and a class of parts of Ω, ⊂ ℘ arts (Ω). Assuming A ⊂ , one can formulate the following two postulates:
AXIOM I: The information value J(A) is always positive or zero:
AXIOM II: The information value J(A) is monotonous with regard to inclusion:
One can build an algorithms based on information value considering the previous two postulates. Also, the following third postulate can be formulated:
AXIOM III: If the event A ∈ and the event B ∈ are independent, we have:
In the third axiom we can see that, in case of independent events, we can add up information. For an universal validity of J(A) and J(φ), if we have a certain event denoted with Ω and an impossible event denoted with φ, we have for all Ω, , and J:
In case J(Ω) = 0, Ω is a certain event and we do not need information. When J(φ) = +∞, φ is an impossible event, and we need infinite information. If we are in a metric space Ω, and ω is an event in ⊂ ℘ arts (Ω), we will have an incorrect measure. When the knowledge of ω is not defined by its values in the domain Ω, one can state that ω is limited to a subset denoted with A i ∈ . If one denote with d(A i ) the diameter of set A i , than the smaller is the measure of diameter of event A i and larger is the precision of the measures. If we have P x,y as a set of ideal data in a subset Ω ∈ [D], for an assumed ε > 0, there M x,y is a set of values of measures with sufficiently high precision such that P x,y − M x,y < ε for (x, y) ∈ Ω. Let p be the probability of having an exact measure, this probability is the opposite of the precision, so that it's an impossible event obtaining the ideal measure of point's coordinates. The events φ (impossible) and ω (certain) are not-dependent from J and A: they are universal values. The three axioms described have correspondent axioms in the theory of Wiener-Shannon. With the three axioms we can build information models very useful in applications. Therefore, one can construct a measure of information employing the formula J (A) = 1/d (A) for an event A ∈ . The natural application of the definition of information is in the metric space. In this context, we have that the better is the result of a measure, the smaller is the diameter of A i and the larger will be J(A). The probability P (ω i ) that the error d(A i ) will be in a small interval δ y is function of ω i if we consider that all the measures are made with the same system. Thus the data have a normal distribution for any value of ω. The same expressions can be used for all standard deviation σ. In this case, σ represents a measure of precision of the measurements that is constant for all data.
The probability for all the events is the product P = N ∏ k=0 P (w i ) when the separate measurements are independent for all events. The Maximum of P is an index of the quality of the measurements of the diameters of the subsets A i . In this case, one can write:
Usually, the criterion for which we have a better result when the sum of diameters
of sets A i has to be as small as possible. We can assume that the same information can be evaluated by the non-probabilistic and by the probability measures of diameters. So we can obtain from non-probabilistic data the measure of information. Now, to ascribe some information to the realized event A i , we can chose as information measure the non-probabilistic function:
Any vectorx = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) representing proportions of several wholes is subjected to the unit sum constraints ∑ i x i = 1. The most common dissimilarities and distance d x i , y j to measure the difference between two compositions are Murkowski's distances. Usually, we can have the information measures for non-probabilistic and probabilistic events using non-empirical or empirical functions non-attached to the probability and to the repetitiveness. In analogy with the MaxEnt principle, instead of probability, we can utilize a finite number of appropriate proportion subject on a set of constraints that add up to one. Following the Axioms, let d 1 , d 2 , . . . , d n be n non-negative real numbers and let:
We can use as information measure the relation:
So that when ρ 1 = ρ 2 = . . . = ρ n , J(ρ) is minimum J(ρ) is maximum when for each i there is only one number different from zero. By applying Euclidean's distances, in the metric space, the information can be written as:
where J(ρ) can be used as a measure of information value. By applying the concept of the MaxEnt Principle, one can define the MaxEnt Principle on the basis of the Laplace's principle of insufficient reason. This principle is described below. MaxEnt Principle: among all the possible solutions, one should select the configuration closest to the uniform distribution of information.
This principle states that the best solution is the one with the uniform distribution.
Illustrative Example
The definition of cluster can be expressed as follows. If for a point p in a set of a space all the neighborhoods contain at least one point of the set, then this set is called a cluster point. Using the principle of MaxInf, we introduce an approach to exact local features using a mathematical model of a coagulation process in which a collection of particles all joined together to form a new cluster, and two particles, or a particle and a previously formed cluster, stick together whenever they come within a certain fixed distance of each other. Using the principle of MaxInf, a cloud of point in 3D space can be joined together in a cluster. In order to compute the vector of cluster − → T . In problems of clustering, the topic is to find a criterion to join a given set
. . .} of clouds of points. On the basis of the MaxInf principle we can use a polynomials, by which, in representing points, the deviation from them we can chose the solution closest to the uniform distribution of information. Let be y = f (x i ) the approximating function by which we can obtain the n deviation d i = ( f (x i ) − y i ) from the points (x i , y i ) in metric space xy. The estimator vector is:d
One can employ as function to measure the information the function:
From MaxInf principle, one has the max value for J when J 1 = J 2 = . . . J n . Therefore, we can write:
When the approximating function y = f (x i ) has the same error from all the n points (x i , y i ), one obtains the max of information:
If the approximations function is a polynomial:
The deviations from the points {(x i , y i ) , . . .} of the function f (x i ) is calculated at a given abscissa, and to the ordinate corresponding to the same abscissa:
Solving the linear system Ax =b, withb = (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n ) T andx = (a, b, c, . . . , h) T , we obtain the solution of polynomials and the value of h from which the approximation with the max information can be evaluated. In order to find − −− → v c xy = [x c , y c ] T , we can use as polynomial the straight (y = a + bx), approximating the projection of the cloud of points on plane xy: P 1 xy = (x 1 , y 1 ), P 2 xy = (x 2 , y 2 ), and P 3 xy = (x 3 , y 3 ). Solving forx = (a, b, h) T one obtains:
The straight line approximation is y xy = a + bx. The value of h is obtained from Maxlnf principle. 
The cloud of point in 3D space is joined together in the cluster represented by the vector − → v c .
Numerical Application
In this section, numerical results relative to an additional demonstrative example are provided. To this end, the proposed method is exploited by means of a numerical application [57] . In the industrial field, tolerance is one of the most important parameters of production influencing process and cost of all manufactured goods. For example, precision and surface finiture are continuously improved to get a better quality of the final product. It is important to note that a relation holds between tolerance and cost and, therefore, one can write R ⊂ {Tol i } × Cost j . Analyzing the costs, one can have information on the tolerance and vice versa. Thus, the relationship between tolerance and the production cost is fundamental for determining the final relationship between cost and the quality. For example, in mechanical industries, it is important to verify if the economic set of production can be optimized. In this example, the Maxinf principle is used to analyze costs to have data on the tolerances. Consider the following polynomial equation that represents a parabolic curve:
This curve should fit the points α, β, γ, and δ. To this purpose, it is possible to evaluate a priori the economic set with the usual analysis. For mechanical parts, the unitary cost function is given by the sum of a cost Q 1 necessary for setting the apparatus of production, a cost Q 2 necessary for realizing a single product, and a cost Q 3 necessary for storing the products. Thus, one can write:
where:
Comparing the three values to the number of produced pieces, it is possible to determine a hyperbole, a horizontal straight line, and a tilted line. Therefore, considering an economic set of production, the optimization is not in a narrow range. In this range, the curve is assimilable to a paraboloid, as shown in Figure 1 . After imposing a set of points that are approximately in the field of optimization of the set, it is possible to determine the real curve by assuming that the input data are far from it of a minimum constant value 6h. In the diagram number of elements versus cost, we assume that there are four known points in the range of optimized production obtained experimentally, namely α, β, γ, and δ. We want to evaluate the value 6h of the approximation with the MaxInf principle. The inputs considered in this example are:
where x is the number of mechanical elements and y is the unitary cost. Imposing that:
p (x) − y = ∓h (27) as a curve of constant error, or:
we have, alternatively: 
We obtain, as solution, the following parabolic curve:
p(x) = 7.84314 × 10 −7 x 2 − 0.00737255x + 143.324 (31) where it is easy to verify that the value obtained with MaxInf principle is h = −0.294118. Thus, it is possible to calculate the curve of optimization that approximates with the max information. The goal of this example is, therefore, to achieve data on the cost-tolerance relationship. Comparative analysis with the mathematical model of Maxinf allowed us to control the cost existing for each set of the machining process.
Summary and Conclusions
In this paper, an approach to join together local design features using a mathematical model based on the MaxInf principle was proposed. In the data processing, the collection of particles, joined all together, constitutes a new cluster. By doing so, the three vectors of projections of − → v c on coordinate planes was obtained in order to compute the vector of cluster − → v c = [x c , y c , z c ] T using the MaxInf principle. The cloud of points can represent a sketch of industrial prototypes which can lead to an optimization of the design of new products. For instance, industrial prototypes having complex geometric shapes modeled using CAD systems allow for performing virtual simulations of rigid-flexible multibody systems using the multibody computational algorithms. Two simple examples are used for illustrating the method developed in the paper. In the first illustrative example, the MaxInf principle is applied to the extraction of the local features of a cluster of points. In the second demonstrative example, the Maxinf principle is employed to analyze costs related to the tolerances of mechanical components. The authors believe that the approach developed in the paper can be effectively used in the process of virtual prototyping and in the optimal design of mechanical systems.
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